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Introduction

Ethical considerations in the land use decision making process can be organized into a number of catego-

ries, including, first and foremost, the broad subject of conflicts of interest.1 Players in the land use game can

find themselves in real or perceived conflicts situations based on personal financial interests resulting from

investments, including businesses and real estate holdings (such as the location of their property vis-à-vis

the location of the subject property before the Board), employment for themselves or members of their imme-

diate family, and memberships in nonprofit organizations that may be either passive or active (e.g., simply

dues paying member or officer or other volunteer engagement). Other relationships may be problematic, such

as private relationships that typically have a shield of confidentiality, such as the lawyer-client relationship

or the doctor-patient relationship. This could also extend to members of the clergy who appear before boards

where their followers serve as members. This article discusses ethics issues that arise because of various

personal relationships between members of land use boards, applicants and other stakeholders. Of course,

disclosure of relationships that could be viewed as potential conflicts is always advisable, and the discussion

of whether or not such disclosure necessitates a recusal may at times warrant discussion with board counsel.

Membership in Churches

Many people who serve on local boards belong to faith-based organizations and attend houses of worship in

the community. Two recent New Jersey cases demonstrate how ethics allegations might arise based on this

relationship. In both cases the court remanded the matters for further fact-finding. In the first case the NJ

Supreme Court remanded the claim of conflict of interest in a zoning amendment vote by two municipal of-

ficials who held leadership positions in the applicant church. Specifically, the Plaintiff challenged the validity

of an ordinance allowing the construction of an assisted-living facility next to a church due to the alleged

conflicts of interest of two members of the Township Council.2 The Plaintiff alleged that one member should

have been disqualified for a direct personal interest in the outcome based on his comment that he might

admit his mother to the proposed assisted-living facility one day.3 Additionally, Plaintiff argued that this
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same member and another member should have

been disqualified because they were also members

of the church and thus had indirect personal

interests in the outcome.4 As for the one member’s

comment that he might seek to admit his mother in

the proposed assisted-living facility, the Court held

that this alone did not create a conflict of interest

that would disqualify him from voting on the

ordinance because there was no evidence that the

mother depended on the construction of the facility

for her care, and the comment alone did not distin-

guish the member from any other person in the com-

munity who may or may not send their family

members to the facility one day.5 The court re-

manded this issue so that the trial court could

develop the record as to whether the comment re-

vealed an actual personal interest.6 As for the other

ground, the court noted that, “. . .public officials

who currently serve in substantive leadership posi-

tions in the organization, or who will imminently

assume such positions, are disqualified from voting

on the application.”7 The court clarified that the

church’s interest in this ordinance is not automati-

cally imputed to all its members but only to those

members who occupied a position of substantive

leadership.8 The court remanded on this issue so

that the trial court could determine whether the

two members held substantive leadership positions

in the church.9

In a second case from New Jersey, the Plaintiff

sued to enjoin the Township and the Planning Board

from considering a proposal to exchange municipal

property with a church.10 She argued that there was

a conflict of interest because a majority of Township

and Board members were also members of the

church.11 Specifically, she alleged that:

the Council and Board were disqualified from acting

on the proposed land exchange due to conflicts of

interest; (2) the Township was required to exercise

its power of reversion over the Church’s property; (3)

the Township breached its fiduciary duty to the

residents in pursuing the property exchange in light

of the conflict of interest; (4) the Township improperly

spent funds in furtherance of the proposed exchange,

which Township officials had already decided should

occur; and (5) the transfer of land to the Church

violated the New Jersey Constitution.12

The Court held that it could not determine

whether there was a conflict of interest for the first,

second, third, and fifth counts until the Township

and Board took a final vote to approve the munici-

pal property exchange with the church.13 At the time

of the decision, the Township and Board were

merely investigating the value of the proposed

exchange.14 Therefore, the matter was not yet ripe

for adjudication, and Plaintiff had not yet exhausted

her administrative remedies “to make her opinion

known of the land transfer.”15 However, Plaintiff al-

leged in her fourth count in her complaint that the

Township passed three final resolutions in 2013 that

were voted on by Township Council members who

had conflicts of interest.16 For this Count, the court

noted that the church’s interest in the outcome of

the proceeding could be imputed to a Township

Council member who also has a role in the church if

that Council member “holds, or who will imminently

hold, a position of substantive leadership in an or-

ganization reasonably is understood to share its

interest in the outcome of a zoning dispute.”17 In or-

der for a conflict to disqualify a member from voting

on a resolution, the conflict must be “distinct from

that shared by members of the general public.”18

The court held that the record did not provide

enough information regarding the substantive roles

of the Township Council members in the church.19

Therefore, it was impossible to determine whether
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any of the members had a disqualifying conflict of

interest, so the issue was remanded to enable a rec-

ord to be developed.

Membership in Nonprofit Organizations

It is also common for members of local boards to

be active or passive members of nonprofit organiza-

tions in the community. These might be civic groups,

clubs and organizations, or educational and advo-

cacy entities. Questions arise based upon where in

the spectrum of activity in the organization the

person is—for example, there may a difference be-

tween someone who is simply a dues paying mem-

ber, and someone who holds an office within the

organization.

The First Circuit Court of Appeals found no

unethical conflict of interest on the part of board

members who maintained membership in a conser-

vation association that was opposed to the proposed

project. Here the applicants acquired a leasehold

interest in land on which they sought to build a

wireless communications tower.20 After the Plan-

ning Board denied the application, they brought a

substantive due process claim alleging that certain

Planning Board members, through their member-

ship in the Belgrade Region Conservation Associa-

tion (the “BRCA”), had a financial interest in con-

servation easements the BRCA held. The court

found these vague allegations of conflicts of interest

and financially motivated conspiracy were insuf-

ficient to show that the Planning Board acted in the

kind of conscience-shocking fashion required for

substantive due process challenges. Accordingly, the

District Court’s dismissal of the case was affirmed.

In another case arising in Connecticut, a member

of the Planning and Zoning Commission was a for-

mer spokesperson for the local athletic foundation

who had an application before the Commission to

make changes to sports fields at a local high school.21

Before the Commission made its decision, Plaintiff

objected to the participation of a Commission

member because he was a prior spokesperson for

the Darien Junior Football League (DJFL) and a

founding member of DAF.22 Despite this objection,

the Commission ultimately granted the application

with the participation of the Commission member

in question.23 Plaintiff appealed, arguing that the

application’s approval was invalid due to the

member’s conflict of interest.24 The Court held that

the member’s previous affiliations with the DAF

and DJFL did not disqualify him because the record

showed that his “open mindedness was not imper-

iled and that he considered whether the application

conformed with the regulations in a fair and impar-

tial manner.”25 Additionally, there was no evidence

that the Commission member had a financial or

pecuniary interest in the outcome of the

application.26 The Court reasoned that not every

“conceivable interest” is sufficient to disqualify a

zoning official.27 If it were, many individuals, espe-

cially those who are active in their communities,

would not be able to participate on zoning

commissions.28 Rather, courts must determine

whether an interest disqualifies an official on a case-

by-case basis, requiring a review of whether such

interests indicate “the likelihood of corruption or

favoritism.”29

A recent lower court case in New York voided the

enactment of a local law, agreeing that a town

supervisor, “had an admitted conflict of interest,

stated on the record that she was recusing herself

from participating in the matter, was reminded and

was well-aware of her conflict of interest and, yet,

continued to participate in the public hearing for

the Local Law.”30 The supervisor was a member of

the homeowner association that was suing in an-

other, but related, action, not only Plaintiff ’s, but

also the Town’s Zoning Board. The Court opined

that the supervisor “arguably has a personal inter-

est in the outcome of this litigation, not just as a

member of the general public, but also as a plaintiff

in the related litigation—a fact that she publicly

acknowledged.”31 The Court was displeased with

the fact that the supervisor “presided over the meet-

ings and remained present during every discussion

about this issue, contrary to her stated recusal. . .”

noting that such participation has the potential to

influence other board members who will exercise a

vote with respect to the matter in question.32 The

Court said that while the supervisor:

announced she was recusing herself from any voting

regarding the matter, it was her presence at the

meeting, as well as her engagement in discussions

with the public about the issue, that makes her pres-

ence problematic. She admitted to having many

conversations with community members about this
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issue and their concerns. She was vague about with

whom she spoke, and it is unclear if she relayed the

substance of those conversations to her fellow Board

members while in executive session or outside of the

public meeting. There is an appearance, or the threat

of an appearance, that she proverbially “drove the

bus” when it came to enacting the subject Local

Law.33

The Court advised that, in this situation, the

supervisor should have deferred to the deputy

supervisor or to another Town Board member to

run the meetings as her presence, “in front of her

neighbors and the public, where it was well known

that her homeowner association’s lawsuit was pend-

ing, could have influenced her fellow Town Board

members.”34 The Court concluded that, “Simply put,

her continued presence gave her neighbors the

impression that they had an ‘in’ with the Town

Board, and Plaintiffs with the belief that they ‘didn’t

stand a chance.’ ’’35

Family Members and Friends

There are many reported cases that discuss

potential conflicts of interest based on familial

relationships. These arise in the context of family

members who may be employed by the applicant

(ranging from small businesses and organizations

where everyone knows their employees, to large

operations where the applicant appearing before

the board may not have even known that a relation-

ship existed) and family members who are in fact

the applicant. In addition, the public may perceive

conflicts when friends of board members appear

before the board. This is also problematic from an

ethics perspective since board members in small

communities may personally know many applicants

who appear before them, and exactly how close a

friendship needs to be to constitute a conflict is an

open question. For example, if an applicant appears

as a connection on a board member’s LinkedIn page

or as one of hundreds of friends on Facebook, that

alone should not necessarily be a disqualifying

conflict. If, however, the board member was in the

applicant’s wedding party, that may signal a much

closer relationship warranting further examination.

Below are some examples of recent decisions and

opinions involving family and friends. Over the

years there have also been a fair number of reported

decisions involving spouses who appear before

boards in professional or member of the public roles,

spouses who work for the municipality and ap-

pointed the board member and spouses who may

serve on different boards within the same jurisdic-

tion and may be in a position to cast votes regard-

ing the spouse, or review decisions of the board their

spouse sits on.

The Michigan Appeals Court suggested in dictum

that there would be a conflict of interest where a

board member’s spouse wrote a letter and appeared

at a hearing in opposition to a request. In this case

the applicant purchased a building used for indus-

trial purposes which was non-conforming since

1994. He requested that the Zoning Board recognize

the prior nonconforming use and was denied. A

member of the Board owned the adjacent property

and had tried to purchase the subject property but

was outbid, and then offered to purchase the prop-

erty at the hearing. The Board member’s wife both

wrote a letter and appeared at the hearing as a

member of the public in opposition to the applica-

tion, and the Board member did not abstain from

voting on the petition, but instead supported an-

other member’s motion to deny the petition. He was

absent at the next meeting of the Zoning Board of

Appeals when the minutes from the appeal hearing

were approved. The applicant argued that this cre-

ated a clear conflict of interest and that he was

denied a fair, impartial hearing. The Board member

was asked by the applicant’s counsel to disqualify

himself from voting on this matter in light of his

conflict of interest, but he did not. The Michigan

Court of Appeals decided the case on the merits in

favor of the applicant and so did not issue a holding

regarding the alleged conflict of interest. However,

the Court stated that there did in fact seem to be a

conflict of interest because of the reasons stated

above.37

A New York trial court found no conflict of inter-

est where a board member was related to a former

attorney for the law firm representing the

applicant.38 In this case a Greek Orthodox Church

and religious education center sought special excep-

tions and variances to build a 25,806 square foot

two-story cultural center directly adjacent to the

church. The Zoning Board of Appeals granted the

permit with conditions attached following a full-day

public hearing that lasted more than 12 hours, with
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16 witnesses appearing in support of the applica-

tion and 24 witnesses opposed. Three homeowners

who lived across the street challenged the granting

of the permit on a number of grounds, including ir-

regularity in the conducting of the administrative

hearing and an alleged conflict of interest of one of

the members of the Board. Although the petitioners

claimed that they were not given the ability to cross-

examine the Church’s witnesses, the Court said that

this did not violate their due process rights as they

clearly had notice and more than ample opportunity

to be heard. The alleged conflict of interest was

based on the fact that one member of the Board was

the sister-in-law of an attorney who used to work

for the law firm representing the Church. Further,

the law firm’s current managing partner was a cam-

paign manager for the Board member’s estranged

husband. The Court noted that the petitioners failed

to point to a specific violation of N.Y. General Mu-

nicipal Law Article 18 (the state statute governing

municipal ethics), and that they did not identify

any pecuniary or material interest in the applica-

tion by the Board member. Further, the Court noted

that since the vote was unanimous, the Board

member did not cast the deciding vote.39

The Rhode Island Ethics Commission opined that

it was permissible for the spouse of a deputy zoning

official to petition the town council for an amend-

ment to the zoning use regulations to allow the dep-

uty zoning official to open and operate an art studio

and gallery on her spouse’s property.40 Under Rhode

Island statute public officials are prohibited, among

other things, from participating in any matter in

which they have an interest and that is in substan-

tial conflict with the proper discharge of their pub-

lic duties.41 Further, public officials may not repre-

sent themselves or any other person before an

agency of which they are a member or by which they

are employed.42 They are also prohibited from

authorizing another person to appear on their

behalf in front of an agency of which they are a

member or by which they are employed.43 The Com-

mission concluded that, because it was the spouse

and not the deputy zoning official who wished to ap-

pear before the council; the zoning official was nei-

ther a member of the town council nor employed by

it; and that the council did not appoint the zoning

official, there would be no prohibition.44

The New Hampshire Supreme Court dismissed a

conflicts claim alleging that the chair of the Zoning

Board of Adjustment had a longtime relationship

with applicant since the claim was untimely,45 serv-

ing as another important reminder that where

actual or perceived conflict exists, the complaint

must be timely raised in the course of the adminis-

trative or quasi-judicial review process. In this case

the City Council appealed the lower court’s dis-

missal of their claims. The Plaintiffs updated a lo-

cal zoning ordinance which eliminated manufac-

tured housing parks. The Zoning Board of

Adjustment heard a case in which a company,

“Toys,” requested a variance to expand their manu-

factured housing park. This variance was requested

after the Plaintiff ’s instituted the change to the zon-

ing ordinance. The Defendants granted the vari-

ance request seemingly without the addition of Toys

meeting its burden of proving unnecessary hardship.

The Plaintiffs claimed that the Board Chairman

was a longtime friend and associate of Toys and

that there may have been discussions about this

transaction outside of an official meeting. The Court

held that the Plaintiff did not raise the issue of a

potential conflict in a timely manner, noting that,

“The conflict of interest or potential bias issues must

be raised at the earliest possible time in order to al-

low the local board time to address them.”46

In an unreported case, a New Jersey appeals

court agreed that no conflict of interest existed be-

tween the president of the township council and his

spouse who worked in a township department.47 The

Committee to Stop Mahwah Mall was an informal

group of residents that challenged the validity of an

ordinance that permitted retail and commercial

development on a 140-acre tract of land. Plaintiffs

alleged, among other things, that since the ordi-

nance included a provision for the construction of a

six-acre recreational field within the 140-acre tract,

and the Township Council president’s wife was the

director of the town’s recreational department, a

conflict of interest existed.48 The trial court held

that the President/Mayor did not have a conflict of

interest based on his wife’s position. On appeal, the

court affirmed, finding that the Plaintiffs did not

meet their burden of proving that the President’s

vote benefited his wife in a non-financial way.49
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Physician-Patient Relationships

The New Jersey Supreme Court recently decided

a novel relationship issue involving the physician-

patient relationship, concluding that a “meaningful

relationship” between a zoning board member and

his or her immediate family member could support

a finding of a disqualifying conflict of interest.50

Because of the potential life-saving diagnosis that

physicians may make for their patients, the Court

opined that, “A person may have difficulty judging

objectively or impartially a matter concerning some-

one to whom he would naturally feel indebted.”51

The court continued, “. . .we cannot expect Zoning

Board members to have a disinterested view of a

doctor with whom they, or immediate members of

their family, have had a meaningful patient-

physician relationship.”52 The Court went into a

lengthy discussion of the relationship between

individuals and their doctors. They said:

Physicians are responsible for caring for and main-

taining the physical and mental health of their

patients so that they can enjoy productive and happy

lives. In that light, the deep bonds that develop be-

tween patients and their physicians are

understandable.

Physicians every day diagnose and treat patients for

the mild and malignant maladies that afflict the hu-

man body and mind. It would be natural for a patient

to owe a debt of gratitude to a doctor who has

removed a cancerous lesion from the skin, repaired a

shoulder injury, replaced a knee, set a broken bone,

performed heart or kidney surgery, delivered a child,

prescribed life-enhancing or -saving medications,

provided psychiatric therapy, or every year treated

symptoms for the common cold or flu. It is not

unusual for a physician to treat a family over the

course of decades.

A person may have difficulty judging objectively or

impartially a matter concerning someone to whom he

would naturally feel indebted. By any measure, under

the conflict-of-interest codes previously discussed, we

cannot expect Zoning Board members to have a disin-

terested view of a doctor with whom they, or immedi-

ate members of their family, have had a meaningful

patient-physician relationship.

We cannot here fully limn the contours of what would

constitute a meaningful patient-physician relation-

ship because that may depend on the length of the

relationship, the nature of the services rendered, and

many other factors. The determination will be fact

specific in each case. A few examples, however, should

provide some guidance. On one end of the relation-

ship spectrum may be the physician who, once five

years ago, merely inoculated the patient with a flu

shot, and on the other end may be the physician who,

ten years ago, performed a life-saving heart

transplant. A primary-care physician who examines

a patient annually and tends to the patient’s health-

care issues as they arise or the surgeon who performs

a life-altering or -enhancing procedure will fall within

the sphere of a meaningful relationship that should

prompt disqualification.53

The Court next focused on just how the disquali-

fication should occur. After all, there is also a special

confidentiality that attaches to the physician-

patient relationship. The mere existence of the rela-

tionship, especially if the physician is a specialist,

can create an uncomfortable situation where the

board member-patient may not want the existence

of the relationship known. The Court acknowledged

that, “The potential disclosure of highly intimate

and personal health-care information raises legiti-

mate privacy concerns and therefore must be ad-

dressed with great sensitivity.”54 However, the Court

also noted that this must be weighed against the

Board member’s duty to the public interest, and

concluded that, “. . .the nature of any disclosure

relating to a patient-physician relationship must be

weighed against the official’s reasonable expecta-

tion of privacy.”55 Therefore, should the Court

determine a meaningful patient-physician relation-

ship exists, “. . . the nature of the disclosure will

depend on, among other factors, the degree of need

for access to the information, the damage excessive

disclosure would cause to a patient’s right to

privacy, the adequacy of safeguards to prevent

excessive disclosure, and the personal dignity rights

of the official.”56 The Court continued:

Every reasonable precaution must be taken to protect

against the unnecessary release of a patient’s health-

care information. Certain sensible approaches should

be kept in mind. A zoning board member who recog-

nizes the applicant as one with whom he or she has a

meaningful patient-physician relationship can simply

disqualify himself or herself from the case, with noth-

ing more being said. One would expect, in most cases,

a zoning board member to know whether that type of

meaningful relationship exists, after some explana-

tion by the zoning board attorney. If in doubt, the

member can consult with the board attorney and

speak in hypothetical terms to gain an understand-

ing whether recusal is appropriate. Erring on the

side of disqualification when the board member has
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had a patient-physician relationship with the ap-

plicant is the most prudent course.57

While voluntary disqualification may be the

prudent course, it is certainly possible that Board

members might conclude that disqualification is not

necessary since they might not believe that a

meaningful relationship exists. This presents a risk,

however, that an objector who has knowledge of the

existence of the physician-patient relationship with

the Board member or a member of their family,

might disclose it in a challenge to the member’s

participation in review of the particular matter at

hand. The Court opined that, “In such cases, the

board member should not be required to disclose

anything more than that he or she, or a family

member, was at one time a patient of the applicant

or objector or someone with a property interest at

stake in the outcome of the proceedings.”58 Should

the objector contest the participation of the board

member further, the Court opined that disclosures

should be heard in camera and ex parte before a

Law Division judge, and that “Only if the judge

concludes that disclosure is necessary should some

form of disclosure be mandated, and then only to

the extent reasonably necessary, minimizing the

invasion of privacy into such sensitive matters. A

board member should not be required to reveal the

precise nature of a medical condition or other

intimate details of treatment. Any potential disclo-

sure must be balanced against the sanctity of the

privacy of the patient’s health information.”59

Conclusion

As always, the best course of action is to avoid

even the appearance of impropriety. Despite the fact

that there are only about two dozen ethics cases

and opinions reported annually, and that the courts

are often forced to find that the alleged unethical

conduct rises to a legal violation to sustain the al-

leged conflict, the costs, even for those who prevail,

can be significant economically and reputationally.

Taken with the daily availability of news clips

reporting on alleged unethical conduct in the land

use decision-making process across the country,

combined with the willingness of the public to take

to social media to express their displeasure over the

conduct and behavior of the players in the land use

game, land use ethics has never been under a

stronger microscope. Those who volunteer or who

earn a living in the land use game should carefully

consider the consequences of their actions and

inactions.
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